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Lifestyle, Overweight and Diabetes

**EMGO** dissertation, prepared at **EMGO** with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. A)

1. Dijkstra, SC 2016, 'Socioeconomic differences in dietary intake of older adults', VU University Amsterdam.
8. Scheepers, CE 2016, 'Opportunities to stimulate active transport', VU University Amsterdam.
9. Treur, JL 2016, 'A genetically informative study of addictive behaviour with a focus on smoking', VU University Amsterdam.

**EMGO** dissertation, prepared externally with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. B)


External dissertation, prepared at **EMGO** with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. C)

- 

External dissertation, prepared externally with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. D)

1. Fransen, H 2016, 'Dietary patterns and lifestyle: Their determinants and associations with chronic disease burden', Utrecht University, Utrecht.
Mental Health

EMGO+ dissertations, prepared at EMGO+ with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. A)

6. Kohle, N 2016, 'Hold on, for each other. Supporting partners of cancer patients via eHealth and positive psychology. University of Twente.', VU University Amsterdam.
10. Oudega, ML 2016, 'Late life depression, brain characteristics and response to ECT', VU University Amsterdam.
12. Semeijn, EJ 2016, 'ADHD in older adults Diagnosis, physical health and mental functioning', VU University Amsterdam.
15. van der Spek, N 2016, 'Meaning-centered group psychotherapy for cancer survivors: development, efficacy and cost-utility', VU University Amsterdam.
17. Verhoeven, JE 2016, 'Depression, anxiety and cellular aging: does feeling blue make you grey?', VU University Amsterdam.
EMGO+ dissertations, prepared externally with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. B)
2. Kieviet, N 2016, 'Neonatal symptoms after exposure to antidepressants in utero', VU University Amsterdam.

External dissertations, prepared externally with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. C)

External dissertations, prepared externally with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. D)
1. Reuzel, E 2016, 'Interactional patterns and attunement between staff and clients with intellectual disability', Tilburg University.
Quality of Care

**EMGO+ dissertations, prepared at EMGO+ with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. A)**

5. Brom, L 2016, 'Patient participation in treatment decision-making in the last phase of life: Preferences, experiences and daily practice', VU University Amsterdam.
7. Fedko, IO 2016, 'Computational approaches in genetics with a focus on GoNL and twin studies', VU University Amsterdam.
15. Schalkers, I 2016, 'Quality of Paediatric Hospital Care Understanding the Perspectives of Children and Families', VU University Amsterdam.
17. van den Dungen, P 2016, 'Diagnosing mild cognitive impairment and dementia in primary care', VU University Amsterdam.
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21. van Gennip, IE 2016, 'Personal dignity in seriously ill patients', VU University Amsterdam.


EMGO+ dissertations, prepared externally with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. B)


External dissertations, prepared at EMGO+ with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. C)

- 

External dissertations, prepared externally with an EMGO+ (co) promoter (Cat. D)

Musculoskeletal Health

**EMGO** dissertations, prepared at **EMGO** with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. A)
2. de Wind, A 2016, 'From early retirement to working beyond retirement', VU University Amsterdam.
8. van der Linde, JA 2016, 'Evaluating shoulder instability treatment', Utrecht University, Rotterdam.
10. van Vilsteren, M 2016, 'Workplace intervention to improve work functioning for patients with rheumatoid arthritis', VU University Amsterdam.
11. Wierenga, D 2016, 'BRAVO@Work: The evaluation of the implementation process of a worksite health promotion program', VU University Amsterdam.

**EMGO** dissertations, prepared externally with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. B)

**External dissertations, prepared externally with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. C)**

**External dissertations, prepared externally with an **EMGO** (co) promoter (Cat. D)**
1. van der Linde, JA 2016, 'Evaluating shoulder instability treatment', Utrecht University, Rotterdam.